Caught near the falls from below with a hook. The only one taken in several days fishing.
These are very numerous at the falls. The color above an inch wide.
Brasília, 24th April 1837.
Plate 2 Zinn fish

[Sketch of fish with handwritten notes: "Clark's Rich", "20", "3", "3", "C. 3", "[1879]", "[Date handwritten]".]
Salmo (Pacifica, Rich.)

Note:
Back index blue blend into silver on belly. Slight green reflection.
Dorsal fin, slate black when shaded.
Anal fin, slaty black when shaded.
Dorsal: Mean 6 in. round.
Anal: Mean 2 in. round.

Central fin milk white.

Cornet fish.

Caught by Capt. C. B. Price, Cascades, Cal. River, June 30, 1848.

J. D. (signed)

Wrote: 2 hands of fish, 2 hands of barnacles, 3 screws. The only known.

Note: 2 hands of fish, 2 hands of barnacles, 3 screws, the only known.
Fall Salmon

Black tip of scales past general line white under American Bait Co.
Grown at Home, Bait Co. stores in Boston, and Ellicott City

Fall Salmon

Note this salmon I cast net Tuesday at Fish Point. I have been fortunate in getting many.

Particulars